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 Grade Boundary: High Merit 

2. To achieve this standard the student needs to; develop and structure ideas 
convincingly in formal writing; use language features appropriate to audience and 
purpose with control in formal writing. 

The student develops and structures ideas convincingly about the dangers of the web. 
Ideas are generally credible and connected. 

To meet Merit more securely the student would need to support some of the ideas with 
more specific examples to secure a more credible and connected persuasive 
argument. For example:  

• Internet banking, web credit card transactions and scams to support identity 
theft. 

The student structures ideas sequentially through examples, opinion and discussion to 
develop ideas convincingly. The conclusion draws together ideas with a final warning 
for parents. 

The student uses language features with some control linking to the intended purpose 
‘different dangers in using the web’ and audience through: 

• stalking example 

• vocabulary selection 

• syntax 

• stylistic features and written text conventions (including spelling, punctuation, 
grammar). 

To meet Merit more securely further crafting is required. There are lapses in control in 
places:  

• “I remain to believe that…”. 

• “Not only has your child ran away with..”. 
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 Grade Boundary: Low Merit 

3. To achieve this standard the student needs to; develop and structure ideas 
convincingly in formal writing; use language features appropriate to audience and 
purpose with control in formal writing. 

The student develops some credible ideas convincingly: 

• gives reasons why the driving age should not be raised 

• suggests teens' brain development as contributing factors for teen road crashes 

• explores both sides of the argument 

• offers solutions to combat teen inexperience in driving. 

To meet Merit more securely ideas need to be developed and linked. For instance the 
student needs to link ideas about solutions for increasing the driving age to prior 
information about teen brain development for a more compelling and well organized 
persuasive argument. 

The student structures ideas convincingly through a progression of pros, cons and 
solutions, statistics, examples, opinions and discussion. 

The student uses a variety of language features with some control Language features 
have been selected to link to the audience and intended purpose ‘not to raise the 
driving age’ through: 

• opinion 

• questions 

• examples 

• statistics. 

Although a variety of language features have been used there is some awkwardness of 
syntax in the first two paragraphs. 

 
















